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BESSEL SERIES EXPANSIONS OF THE

EPSTEIN ZETA FUNCTION AND THE

FUNCTIONAL EQUATION

BY

AUDREY A. TERRAS

ABSTRACT. For the Epstein zeta function of an zz-ary positive definite qua-

dratic form, Z2 — 1   generalizations of the Selberg-Chowla formula (for the binary

case)  are obtained.  Further, it is shown that these  zi — 1  formulas suffice to

prove the functional equation of the Epstein zeta function by mathematical induc-

tion.  Finally some generalizations of Kronecker's first limit formula are obtained.

1. Introduction.   Let S be the 22 x 22  matrix of a positive definite (real) quad-

ratic form and let  p be a complex variable with Re p > Vin. Then Epstein's zeta

function is defined by

(1.1) Z„(5'P)=T      £       AlaSa)-p,

aeZn-0

where the sum is over all column vectors with integral coordinates, not all of

which are zero.  In the following, for any matrix A, the transpose of A  will be

denoted  lA.  Epstein [6] proved the analytic continuation, functional equation,

and Kronecker limit formula for (1.1). The latter is the computation of the con-

stant term in the Laurent expansion of the function about p = lAn. Applications

of the Kronecker limit formula to algebraic number theory are given by Hecke [7,

p. 198 ff] and Siegel [13, pp. 93 and 117].

We shall reprove Epstein's result and, in fact, show that there are  22 — 1

different ways of obtaining limit formulas.  Our point of departure is a formula to

be found in papers of Selberg-Chowla [11, formulas (5) and (6), p. 87] and Bate-

man-Grosswald [3, Theorem 1, p. 366]:

z2(s, p) = s-/CA2P) + t'A-ps2lAnyTAp - y2)YAp)-1CA2p - 1)

(1.2) + 2nAYAp)~l tV2~P s-2A       £       A7Tt'As2y2a\b\)p->Aal-2pcosA2nqba)
a>l; b/o

_ xKiA_pA2mAs-2Aa\b\),
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where

,.(•'. *AJl SV' °V' °)
a.?»     Vs" "A Vo v\° *2/V« v

for/ = s,-as2   = -S2^slS2~sl2^>0 anc* 9 = S12//'S2!

This is the diagonalization of Siegel [12, p. 24].  Also £(*)   is Riemann's zeta

function, and  Kviz) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind defined by

(1.4) Kviz) = —. f™ expi-z(a + l/u)/2\uV~1 du,    fot   |arg z\ < l/2n.

Formula (1.2) gives the analytic continuation of  Z2  and the functional equation as

is proved in Bateman-Grosswald [3, p. 366, remarks after statement of Theorem l].

Moreover (1.2) gives a good approximation of Z.   in the critical strip  [3, Theorems

2, 3, pp. 366—367].  And it can be shown by the same method that we use in §3 of

this paper that (1.2) implies the Kronecker limit formula (Siegel [12, pp. 5 — 17]):

lim   \ZAS,p)r-y277\S\-%-l)-1\

(1.5) P-i
= rr|Sr^y-log2-log(iH|»7(z)|2)}.

Here   |S| = determinant of 5,  y = Euler's constant, and  77(2)  is the Dedekind 27-

function defined by

(1.6) 27(2) = expii77z/l2}   Il   il - exp\2nizb\),       Im z > 0.
è>l

Also, t and a being defined as in (1.3), we set

(1.7) z . a + itV2s21A = s2HsX2 + i\S\l/2),

which is a well-defined element of the upper half plane, since 5 is a positive

definite symmetric matrix. Thus z is the usual element of the upper half plane

associated to the positive quadratic form S (Siegel [13, p. 6] or Leveque [9, p. 16]).

In §2, we shall generalize (1.2) to Z    in 72 — 1  different ways. The only

results needed for this are the Poisson summation formula for (R", Z") and an

integral formula relating the Fourier transform of a radial function in R" to the

Hankel transform (Stein-Weiss [14, Theorem 3.3, p. 155]). One of the  22 — 1  formu-

las was obtained by Berndt [4, formula (5.2)] by other methods. And Epstein him-

self has such a formula [6, formula (10), p. 64l].  However the single formulas of

Epstein and Berndt do not seem to suffice to prove the functional equation.  We

shall prove that any correctly chosen pair of the  72 — 1  formulas does imply the

functional equation.
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In §3, generalizations of the Kronecker limit formula (1.5) are considered.  Of

the 22—1   formulas which we have generalizing (1.2) it seems that only the formula

of Epstein himself produces an  (22 — l)-fold product generalizing   tjAz) because of

the simple form of  KAz) = Atr/2z) 2e~z.  Since generalizations of the Kronecker

limit formula should contain "automorphic forms" generalizing the Dedekind 27-

function, one is lead to consider the more general definition of automorphic forms

given by Borel [5, p. 200].  One sees that the Epstein zeta function and its general-

izations [15] are themselves automorphic forms in this sense.  In fact they are

what Borel calls "Eisenstein series" [5, Example 2, p. 209]. Thus one would

expect the coefficients in the Laurent expansion  of Z  AS, p) about p = Vrn to

have similar behavior to  Z  (S, p).  That is, the coefficients, considered as func-22       r

tions on the space  P    of positive definite symmetric matrices, are invariant with

respect to the transformations of  P   given by S N S[U], tot S in  P   and U an

integral matrix of determinant + 1.  Further, when invariant differential operators

on P   [15, pp. 176—177] are applied to the coefficients individually a finite dimen-

sional vector space should be generated.  This last property of the coefficients is

condition (2) in Borel's definition of automorphic form essentially [5, p. 200]. How-

ever this is not the place to discuss the matter in detail.

Also the question of extending the results even to the zeta functions of one

complex variable considered in [15] remains open.  The simplest cases seem to be

complicated and must require results on Bessel functions of matrix argument of

Herz [8].

2. Expressions for Z     in a series of Bessel functions.  First some notation

must be set up.  Let  n = n. + 22., with   1 <«.<« — 1.  And decompose  S  in block

matrix form, as Siegel does [12, pp. 24—25]:

(2.1) S(n)

where  / denotes the identity matrix and 0  denotes the zero matrix. We shall some-

times write  Ts (or T) in place of T    1    and Qs  in place of Q. Here we use the

notation S1"' for an n x n matrix and drop the (n) if no confusion is likely. We

shall also write S[a] =  lASA, and  |S| = determinant of S. Define

"77,72^= V £ AT[a])Á"2-V^[b])AP-1Á"2
12 "1 "2

aeZ     -0;beZ     -0

(2,2) xexp{277itbQa\Kv        A2nAT[a]S~l[b])y2),
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where the sum runs over integral column vectors  a and b not all of whose entries

are zero.

Theorem 1.  H is an entire function of the complex variable p, and, for
22} <n2

Re p > V2n,

n-prip)znis, p)

(2.3) = rTPY(p)Zrt iS  , p) + /2"2~Prip - ^,)|S,|~HZ    (T, p - VmA
ft -y Z ¿¿71« ¿

+ H iS, p).
nvn2

Here ZAS, p) = s~pC,i2p), where ¿,  is Riemann s zeta function.

Proof.  A column vector in Z" may be considered as composed of 2 parts  (?)

with a  in Z"1  and  b in Z"2.  Then, using (2.1), S[iaA] = T[a] + S2[Qa + b\.  It

follows that

(*V(°) »-0;^0 a/0;.lUinz"2

= Z   (S2,p)+^ X (T[a] + 52[Qa + è])-^.
"2 2 „ „

aeZ      -0;   all beZ

Now apply Poisson summation with respect to the sum over b. Then the second

term in the expression of Z    is

aeZ   l-0; beZ   2        R

where x is a column vector in R and the integral is the Lebesgue integral in

R"2. Now make the change of variables y = (T[a])~/2W(Qa + x), where S2 = 'WW.

Then the integral over R       is seen to be

iT[a]) 2"2~P|^2r,/2 exp\2mlbQa\ln Í2nÍT[a])]á Vb W~l), p),

where we define

Iih,p)=   f     il + txx)-pexp\-i'bx\dx,      Rep>V2n.

V
Now ¡(0, p) is evaluated easily by induction.  For set

/   = 1 + x, + • • • + xn_l  and xn = zy.

Then changing variables to ix., • • • , x  _,, y), we see that

/ (0, p) =  fil + y2)-^ t1~2pdxx ■ • • dxn_1 dy =- Z,(0, p)ln_xi0, p - lA).
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And it is easy to see that  /,(0, p) = Y(p - VAYiV/)/YAp), so that induction finishes

the proof of the formula:

(2.4) InA0, p) = nAnYAp - VmVYip).

If b 4 0,  / ib, p) is evaluated using the fact proved in Stein and Weiss [14, Theorem

3.3, p. I55] that the Fourier transform of a rotation invariant or radial function in

R" can be reduced to a Hankel or Bessel transform in one-dimensional space.  The

result is

Inib,p)= J~(l + u2)-pun-\2n)lAn]yin_lA\b\u)A\b\u)l-Andu,

tot b 41 0. Here / denotes the Bessel function of the first kind:

}vAx) = AVix)vn-AYAv+lATX J^expi-zx cos t\sin2vtdt,       Re v > -M.

Then using a formula from Abramowitz-Stegun [l, formula. (11.4.44), p. 488] one

obtains

(2.5) lnAb,p)^2nA"YAp)-\V2\\b\\)p-AnKV2n_pA\\b\\),

tot b 4 0 where  ||r>|| = ( h • b) 2.  Here  K is the modified Bessel function of the

second kind defined in (1.4).

The proof is now complete except to note that H is entire in this caser r r 721,722

for the same reason as in the paper of Bateman-Grosswald [3, Lemma 2]. So the

analytic continuation of Z     is a consequence of formula (2.3).
J n L

The remainder of this section is devoted to a proof that the 22—1 formulas

for Z    given in (2.3) imply the functional equation of Z   .  The method is simply

induction on  22  and some matrix identities.

Theorem 2.  Define R AS, p) = n~P YAp)Z AS, p).  Then the Epstein zeta func-

tion has the following functional equation:

RnAs,P)= \s\-lARnis-\y2n-p).

Proof (Induction on 22). The functional equation for the case 22 = 1  is that of

Riemann's z'eta function, which is well known. We now proceed by mathematical

induction and assume the functional equation for all Z,, where  1 < k < 22 - 1.

Then (2.3) may be written:

n-pYip)ZniS, p) = n-pYip)ZriS2, p)

+ \S2\-lArr-(p-lAr)Yip - lAr)Zn_TiT, p - V2r) + H^AS, p).

We may use the functional equation of Z   to rewrite the middle term of the right-

hand side to obtain
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77-pFip)ZniS, p) = n-prip)ZriS2, p) .

(2-6) + \S\-1A7r-Wn-p)rilAn-p)ZnjT-1, An - p) + H n_r<iS, p).

Here we have used the fact that  |S| = |S2| • |T|, an easy consequence (2.1) when

ri, = r and  n2 = n - r.

Now wé know that Zj.S[U], p) = Zj,S, p) for any unimodular matrix U, that is,

any matrix U with integral entries and determinant +1 or - 1. And we shall show

at the end of this proof that for the particular unimodular matrix

/o      ,fc-'A
■"-(,« 0     j

the following matrix identities hold:

(2.7) iS-l[U])2 = iTs)-\

(2.8) (T )-1=52,
s Au] ¿

(2-9) lQ-u. ,-fis-
s '[i/]

Therefore, replacing S by S~  [(/] and p by %72 — p in (2.6), we see that

\S\-\-{lAn-p)mn-p)ZniS-l,y2n-p)

= \S\-\-ilAn-p)riV2n- p)Zn(5-1[ij], V2n - p)

= \S\~lAn-{An-p)ny2n - p)ZriiS-1[u])2, 'An - p)

+ 77-prip)Zn_riiT )-\ p)+ \S\~VX_r   iS-lU], An - p)
s    [u] "    ,r

= \S\-,An~0A"-p)F(y2n - p)Zr(iTs)~\ An - p)

+ 77-prip)zn_ris2,p) + Hrtnjs,p).

Here we have used formulas (2.7)—(2.9) as well as the definition (2.2) of H ,

plus the fact that for the modified Bessel function of the second kind  K^ - K_v.

Therefore by (2.6) with r replaced by 22 — r, we see that

\S\-\-(An-p)riy2n - p)ZniS-\ An - p) = 7T~Prip)ZniS, p).

This is of course the functional equation, and we now see that only two of the

formulas (2.3) are required to prove it.  However, one does not seem to suffice.

It only remains to prove the identities (2.7)—(2.9). We should note a certain

abuse of notation occurring here. For 5- and Ts both depend upon r as well as

S. However the formulas would be awkward if we did not omit this dependence.

The proofs of formulas (2.7—2.8) are straightforward matrix computations using

(2.1) and the following property of the matrix  U:
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(2.10)

Now (2.1) implies

(n-r)

t S = I,    then S[U]=(

S2       'S.

V512      Sl

So

0    I

s-Hu] =

-er,)-ußcS'       «Jl

Then (2.7) is clear.  And (2.8) follows from (2.7) upon replacing  S by (S'AVu].

Note that

/0 /(r)\

^(7,-r) 0 y

For (2.9) compute 5""  [U] in two ways. The above gives

/ * *\

v-(r.s)-1 uX'      «s

Multiply out (2.1) to obtain

s-1[u] = l
Xis-'W])^ _,
\ 2 s    [u]

This completes the proof.

3. Generalizations of Kronecker's limit formula. The n — 1  formulas (2.3)

yield 22—1  generalizations of the Kronecker limit formula, of which one is the

formula obtained by Epstein [6, p. 644].

Definition.  Ms) . limp ̂ JZß, p) - lÁnAnYiV2n)-l\S\-iAAp - &»)"1!.

Note that this is just the constant term in the Laurent expansion of the

Epstein zeta function about the pole p = V2n.  This is a consequence of the fact

that the residue of the Epstein zeta function at p = lAn is

V2\S\-y2nAnYiV2n)-1.

Epstein [6, pp. 623—627] has shown the above formula for the residue by a method

generalizing Riemann's. The formula may also be proved from (2.3) and the fact

that the residue of the Riemann zeta function £,As) at  s = 1 is 1. This generalizes
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an argument of Bateman-Grosswald for the case of binary quadratic forms [3,

remarks after Theorem 1, p. 366].

Theorem 4.

kiS) = Zn iS7, A») + riAnx)TiAn)-lk    ÍT"l))\SA-lA/2n2
ft "f "î 71 i ¿

+ Hn        iS, Anh^riAn)-1 + A\S\-\¡AnriAn)-l\^iAn.) - iffiAn)},
1*7

where t/Hz) = r"(z)r(z)~     and

Hn    „  iS, An)nx,n2

expttni'bQaliSTHb])4"1^])'14"1
"1 "2

aeZ     -0; beZ     -0

-iiz.nHïx     Ku_ i2niT[a]S7l[b])A).
'1

Proof.  This Is an easy computation using the formula (2.3). One need only

note that if we set

Tip - An2)Tip)-1 = a0 + axip -An) + . . . ,

then

a^ViAnxTiAn)-1    and    «, = nVmAJVAnTHWAnA, - ip<%n)\.

And let the Laurent expansion of  Z     (T, p - An A) about  p = An be

Zn  (T, p - An2) = b_xip - An)~l + b0 +-

Then by the definition and remarks above,

bQ = kniT)    and    b_x = M|T|-H77^"Ir(1/272,)-1.

Clearly the constant term in the Laurent expansion of the middle term of the right-

hand side of (2.3) about p = An is |S2|~^77^"2(a0t20 + a,/3_ ,). Thus the constant

term in the Laurent expansion of the entire right-hand side of (2.3) about p = An is

kiS) = Z    (S„ An) + \SJ-'V^taj,   +a b   ,)+H (S, An)rrAnriAn)~X
rj        2 " '2' U   0 I—1 n.,n

Substituting the values of aQ, a,, b_x, £>Q  into the above equation, we obtain

Theorem 4. We have included the formula for   H ÍS, An) in the statement of
"l."2

the theorem for reference.  It is an immediate result of the definition (2.2) and the

that  Kv=K_v.

Corollary   (Epstein [6, p. 644]).  Let 22, = 1  a72a' T(1) = Ts = / in (2.1). And

define
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z\b\ = tbQ + it»(s;l[b]r,

Then

Vm-1

,y - log 2 -H   X    T~ «    fOT n even>
7 = 1

H(n-3)
\y -       V      (2r + l)     ,     for n odd.

7 = 0

A(S) = Z^jtfj, Vin)

+ nAn\S2\-AYAV2n)-1

x   ^c„-loí?   ' n (1 -expJ2222'2Í/3!S)
2-1

I beZ        -0; fc(mod±D

By "¿> (mod + 1)", we mean that b runs over a complete set of representatives

for the equivalence relation b ~ b    when b = (+ l)b . And "||  ||"   z'22 the infinite

product denotes the usual absolute value of a complex number.

Proof.  Take  22. = 1   in the preceding theorem.

First recall that in the one-dimensional case  Z.At, p) = t~   CA2p), where  L,

is Riemann's zeta function.  The formula kAt) = t~   Ay - log t   ) is a consequence

of the following expansions about p = V2:

rp - r* - dog t)r% - Jd + • • •,    CA2P) = aP - i)*1 + y + ■ • •,

where y  is Euler's constant.

Second, use Abramowitz-Stegun [l, formulas (6.3.2) and (6.3.4), p. 258] to

see that

•/2 72-1
-1

<p:Ay2) - ipAy2n) =

— 2 log 2 —    ^     r~ ,      for  22 even,

r=l

HOl-3)
- 2      £      (2r+ 1)    ,    for 22 odd.

7 = 1

Third, since  K   Az) = (7r/2z)^e_z, it follows that

»iin.iAs,v2n) = y2\s\-' \a\\-1 expUrrii'bQa + zi>%r W||«||)l,

aeZ-0; beZn~l-0

=   S ia     exp\2niz\b\a\ + a~   exp\2mz\b\a\).

a>l; beZn~l-0; fc(mod ±1)
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Here "-" denotes the complex conjugate.  Now apply the expansion

log(l - w) =- S^, n~  wn for  ||z^-1| < 1, to obtain the desired result:

W,in_,(^M72)=|5|-/Mog (1 -expi277zziè}})

hez"'1 -0;   è(mod ±1)

The proof of the corollary is complete when we substitute the expressions for

kit), ipiA) - iffiAn), W, n_ ,(5, An) into the formula of Theorem 4.

Note that the corollary gives a function which generalizes the Dedekind 77-

function (1.6) in a more obvious way than the result of Theorem 4.  However the

analogous function in Theorem 4 must also generalize the 77-function in some way

which may be fruitful recalling the results of Asai [2] and Koecher [10] as well as

the general definition of automorphic forms given by Borel [5, p. 200].  But much

work remains to be done in this direction.
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